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The Aos are a major tribe of the Nagaland state located in the North
eastern part of India. Belief in the existence of the Supreme Being is com
mon to most of the tribal people. Therefore, for the Ao Nagas religion 
become a part of their life and is interwoven in their social life, economic 
activities, and in their beliefs and rituals. The practice of headhunting was 
closely connected with these beliefs. Most people misunderstood «head
hunting» as mere chopping off a head. However, for the Ao Nagas, head
hunting was one of the main necessary defense mechanisms and regula
tion of the life in a sovereign setting. Headhunting was also associated with 
masculinity and survival itself as well as a vital source for fertility of crops 
and women. However, one should keep in mind that the practice is the 
thing of the past. After the advent of British, they introduced Christianity 
and the practice of headhunting was abolished. 

Key words: the Аоs, «headhunting», Naga tribes, conquest, traditional 
values, tribal society.

Ис ма гу ло ва С.А.,  
Ли ма са ши Айер

Үн діс тан да ғы на га лық  
Ао тай па сы ның на ным- 

се ні мі мен со ғыс  
тә жі ри бе сін де гі дәс түр лі  

қор ға ныс так ти ка сы на  
де ген көз қа рас (отар шыл дық қа 

дейін гі ке зең)

Бе ріл ген ма қа ла да ағыл шын отар лауына дейін гі Үн діс тан да ғы 
на га лық Ао тай па сы ның на нымсе ні мі  мен со ғыс тә жі ри бе сін де гі 
дәс түр лі қор ға ныс так ти ка сы на де ген көз қа рас қа рас ты рыл ған. Ао 
хал қы Үн діс тан ның сол түс тікшы ғыс бө лі гін де ор на лас қан На га ланд 
шта тын да ғы ірі тай па лар дың бі рі. Құ ді рет ті бір тыл сым күш ті мой
ын дап, құ дай лық бол мыс қа се ну – тай па лық құ ры лым да өмір сүр ген 
ха лық тар дың көп ші лі гі не ор тақ ұғым. На га лық Aoлар үшін де дін – 
саяси жә не әлеу мет тік өмір дің бір бө лі гі бол ды. Жал пы ал ған да, көп
ші лік «бас алу» ұғы мын дұ рыс тү сі не бер мейді. Алай да, Aoлар үшін 
«бас алу» күш ті ле рі әл сіз дер ді ба ғын ды ру ға ұм тыл ған шап қын шы
лық жағ дайын да ғы өмір сал ты мен, бас қа тай па лар дың  жау гер ші лік 
саяса ты на тө теп бе ре тін не гіз гі қор ға ныс әді сі ре тін де тәуел сіз тір ші
лік ету мен ты ғыз бай ла ныс ты бол ды. Сон дайақ, Ао лар «бас алу» үр
ді сін  ба тыр лық, ер лік, жер дің құ нар лы ғын ар ты рып, бақдәу лет пен 
ұр пақ та ры ның өсіпөнуіне апа ра тын жол деп тү сін ді. Де сек те, бұл 
дәс түр дің өт кен күн ен ші сін де қал ға нын ес ке ру ке рек. Ағыл шын дар 
отар лау саяса ты ның ба ра сын да На га тай па ла ры на жап пай хрис тиан 
ді нін мой ын дат қан нан кейін, мұн дай тә жі ри бе ні жү зе ге асы ру заң
сыз деп та бы лып, тиым са лын ға ны бел гі лі.

Түйін сөз дер: Ао хал қы, «бас алу», На га тай па ла ры, шап қын шы
лық, дәс түр лі құн ды лық тар,  тай па лық қо ғам.

Ис ма гу ло ва С.A.,  
Ли ма са ши Айер

Взг ляд на ро да Ао из пле ме ни 
На га на на ве ро ва ние  

и прак ти ку тра ди ци он но го  
ме то да обо ро ни тель ной  

так ти ки в Ин дии (пе ри од  
до ко ло ни за ции Ин дии)

Дан ная статья пос вя ще на ве ро ва ниям и прак ти ке тра ди ци он но го 
ме то да обо ро ни тель ной так ти ки пле ме ни Ао до за воева ния Ин дии 
Анг лией. На род Ао яв ляет ся од ним из круп ных пле мен, оби тающих 
в ин дийс ком шта те На га ланд, рас по ло жен ный на се ве ровос то ке  
ст ра ны. Ве ра в Выс шую си лу яв ляет ся об щим для боль шинс тва пле
мен. Та ким об ра зом, и для на род нос ти Ао ре ли гия бы ла той час тью 
их жиз ни, ко то рая соп рика са лась с их об ще ст вен ной, эко но ми чес кой 
дея тель ностью. Боль шинс тво лю дей по ни мают «охо ту за го ло ва ми» 
прос то как от ру ба ние го лов. Тем не ме нее, для Ао по ня тие «охо та за 
го ло ва ми» бы ло од ним из глав ных необ хо ди мых ме ха низ мов са мо за
щи ты и ре гу ли ро ва ния жиз ни в пле мен ном об ще ст ве. «Охо та за го ло
ва ми» бы ла свя за на с по ня тием му же ст вен нос ти и са мо вы жи ва ния, а 
так же как важ ный ис точ ник для их ве ро ва ния в пло до род ность зем ли 
и де то род ность жен щин. Од на ко, сле дует от ме тить, что эта прак ти
ка ос та лась в да ле ком прош лом. Пос ле ко ло ни за ции Ин дии Анг лией, 
пле ме на На га бы ли об ра ще ны в хрис тианс тво, и впос ледс твии дан
ная прак ти ка бы ла уп ра зд не на.

Клю че вые сло ва: на род ность Ао, «охо та за го ло ва ми», за воева
ние, пле ме на На га, тра ди ци он ные цен нос ти, пле мен ное об ще ст во.
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Headhunting and its historical implications 
Every traditional society attempts to explain, predict and control 

its environment through religion. Nagas are no exception to this 
phenomenon. The patterns of beliefs of the early Nagas appear to 
be animistic. Hemmed in both sides by the massive mountain ranges 
of the hills and by the very walls of the typical village, most Naga 
groups developed religious systems that were very locality-specific, 
that is, highly elaborated with respect to the immediate, localized 
microcosm in which villagers lived [1, p.4].

«Headhunters» is the term often used to describe the Aos by 
the people living in the plains. The earliest mention of the Nagas 
made in the Buranjis (the Chronicles of the Ahoms dating back to 
1228 A.D.), the history of the Ahom kings of the thirteenth century 
mentions little about the Nagas, but whatever written on Nagas says, 
that they are warlike people living in the north of Assam, inhabiting 
the inaccessible hills where people are savage, village warring 
with villages constantly cutting off heads to get skulls. Mythical 
explanation of the origin of headhunting:

«At the beginning of the earth, there was only one tree. Animals 
and bird Ate the fruits bore by the tree. One day a fruit fell from 
the mouth of a bird. A lizard ate the fruit, which fell down on the 
ground. When the birds asked the lizard what had happened to the 
fruit, the lizard replied the redant had eaten, however the redant 
denied it. There took a fight between the redant and the lizard. The 
lizard head was served by the redants. They danced with joy and 
shout. Human being saw the battle» [2, p.1] and that from that day 
onwards man imitated the practice of head hunting.

Another mythic explanation that attributes to Naga headhunting 
is that during war and raids the villagers who stayed back in the 
village anxiously wanted to know the outcome of war and raid, 
but those who went to war did not bring anything except the news 
of victory and defeat. In order to prove their success, the warrior 
thought that they must bring some parts of enemy’s body to prove 
their achievement. They started bringing home the victims’ heads 
and people believed their heroes’ war stories. Thus, it was linked to 
headhunting.

Headhunting is although not justified in the age of the civilized 
world. However, an insight view of the Ao Nagas would highlight 
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the readers to visualize the dynamism and cultural 
values attached to the practice of headhunting. 
For most people misunderstood «headhunting» 
as mere chopping off a head. However, for the 
Ao Nagas as well as for that matter the Nagas in 
general, headhunting was one of the main necessary 
mechanisms for ‘defense’, ‘offence’ and regulation 
of life in a sovereign setting just like the modern 
warfare [3, p.15].

Headhunting epitomized construction of 
political power in the first place, as all the villages 
until the mid-nineteenth century were independent 
and sovereign with no common authority to bring 
them under one political unit. Headhunting was a 
way of demonstrating the superiority of a village 
that could respond appropriately to challenge of its 
authority [3, p.16]. Until the mid-nineteenth century, 
a village would often boast of having collected more 
skulls on the head tree than the other village showing 
its superior political power. The Nagas preserve the 
heads as memorial trophies. Even today, one can find 
some human skulls preserved in some Naga villages. 
Mrs. Clark who served among the Aos gives us an 
account of how an Ao village called Merangkong 
credited with an impressive skull house earned the 
reputation of a warrior village:

Those who followed us in the early days of our 
work in the Naga Hills may recall merangkong as 
the first village after our own, Moulng, to receive 
a Christian teacher. It was a large village, much  
given to war ,as the Nagas expressed it , holds as 
wars as there was hairs on a man’s head, in which 
took pride; and the decoration of the village skull 
house testified to its triumphs [4, p.406].

The Ao Naga patriotism and heroism was 
created out of their head hunting practices. The 
Ariju (a male dormitory) provided and maintained 
the military discipline. General security of a village 
largely depended on professional headhunters. 
Indeed, it was a seen as a mechanism of survival 
itself. 

An Ao village was organized as autonomous 
political units with no higher authority to regulate 
their peaceful relation. Though each village was 
free to run its own affairs there was no guarantee 
that it would not be attacked. Random slaughter 
of unknown people was neither understood nor 
appreciated. There had to be good enough reason to 
raid and take heads. There are also rules, code and 
ethics for headhunting. This logic was respected in 
most situations. There were several ways to settled 
disputes, before any war broke out the contending 
villages tried their best to solve their common 
problem, without causing bloodshed, they did it 

through «Aolidanger» emissary or in other words 
peace maker, failing which they resorted to war 
[5, p.158]. Most of the time the messenger is sent 
with a message coded in riddle system. The battle 
between the Merangkong, a big village belonging 
to Ao tribe and the combined forces of nine villages 
belonging to konyak tribe was followed with the 
same customary code of war.  As T. Penzu writes;

«A package or parcel wrapped in wild leaves 
was sent by the nine Konyak villages forces to 
Merangkong. The parcel contained the following 
materials: cut pieces of thatch and palm leaves, 
charcoal and red chilli. The parcel was bound by 
nine numbers of flat and thin, rope like bamboo split 
pieces of about 2 feet in length. It was as the ancient 
Greek mythical Sphinx riddles… pieces of thatch 
and palm leaves meant villagers’ houses, charcoal 
meant fire, which was interpreted that the enemy will 
set fire to the village and burnt the houses. Redhot 
chilli denoted heartache, heartburn by trouble, and 
nine; bamboo split pieces represented the 9 villages 
to bind merangkong» [2, p.73].

The village receiving such coded message was 
usually giving one of the three replies as follows; 
(1) to surrender and give annual or one-time tribute 
to the message sender, (2) to desert the village, 
taking shelter somewhere to fight another day at 
an opportunity time, or (3) to fight battle or face-
to face fighting [2, p.73]. Pitched battles took 
place occasionally when two villages would meet 
arrangement at a certain spot. In a pitched battle, 
the warriors would turn up in their ceremonial attire. 
The head count was low in this formal pitched 
battle. Killing was done openly and straightforward; 
giving information to the victim’s village by the 
victor. It was ‘must ‘for the victor to declare the 
identity of the victim. That means the name, father’s 
name, clan and village of the deceased person must 
be known by the killer, before cutting off his or her 
head, and the news must be sent or made known 
to the victim’s village that he had killed a person 
with that identity. This war conduct was followed 
for the reason to make known the killers identity to 
the victims’ family members and villagers so that 
they could take revenge. This was a conventional 
customs to disclose and make known the identity 
of both the killers and the killed. Thus, there was 
practice of head hunting for revenge of earlier 
killing. To avenge the loss of a very dear one until 
the enemy’s head was won.

 The Aos also practiced guerrilla warfare attack. 
Troops on punitive expedition raided isolated 
parties working in the field or ambushed paths along 
which people were likely to pass. The raiders sat 
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behind a thin screen of jungle purposely left uncut 
with spears ready to strike. At times, the raiding 
party attacked the village at night by first setting 
the village on fire. As the village under attack was 
usually taken by surprise, the warring parties mostly 
resorted to guerrilla warfare tactics until either side 
was forced to submission. Such forms of attack took 
place when the loser in the previous feud failed to 
pay war indemnity to the victorious village.

Headhunting and fertility
Within the Ao perception, the head hunting 

was linked to power and fertility. Warfare, and 
particularly head taking were indeed central 
to the fertility complex. The Aos believed that 
accumulation of the head would ultimately 
strengthen the soul force of the village and distinctly 
by offering sacrifice; they would please their God, 
Lijaba [6, p.71]. The headhunting is really life-
hunting, it takes the form of headhunting because 
the soul resides particularly in the head and it’s 
easier to carry back the head than the whole corpse 
[7, p.227].  For the Aos headhunting was a means to 
tap the power of the supernatural forces. According 
to J.P Mills «under the tree (Mangkoterong) the 
‘Tir’ (commander of the warriors) plucked a chicken 
alive with the declaration that the heads taken were 
only a retribution for the sins of the other village 
and a prayer for more heads, bumper crops and 
general prosperity in the future. The chicken throat 
was finally cut with the bamboo knife and the omens 
from it entrails.» [7, p.204]. 

Heads were especially sought at certain times, 
for example at the time of constructing new houses 
(Ariju), during diseases epidemics or when harvest 
were poor. The Aos believed in the validity of these 
religious rituals and saw a direct connection between 
their prosperity and the headhunting. 

Headhunting for increasing «Aren»
There was no limitation in taking a head of 

humans. Almost any head would do, men, women, 
children of any age, although there were certain 
restrictions, for instance on the killing of such as 
«idiots», hunchbacks and deaf mutes. The heads of 
young women were considered more valuable for 
several reasons. According to Maj.Gen. Sir James 
Johnstone, to kill a baby or woman was accounted a 
greater feat than killing a man, as it implied having 
penetrated to the innermost recesses of an enemy’s 
country [8, p.30]. Secondly, another reason was 
probably the desire to reduce the enemy population 
by killing their woman folk and, lastly, for the want 
of women’s hair which was used as a valuable 
ornaments. The headhunting was indeed a risky and 
dangerous practice as the head hunter not only takes 

the head of the victim killed but more seriously his 
soul in his hand. 

The head was counted as the most valuable 
part of the body because of the ideas concerning 
a ‘multiple soul’ [9, pp.21-34]. The Aos believed 
that aren (soul force) was the self-sufficient unit 
that made the crops flourish and lead to general 
prosperity. The aren was believed to be located in 
the human head, and since it was believed to be 
the essence of fertility to the human population.  
The only way to increase the supply of aren to the 
village way was by obtaining the head and thus 
the soul of an outsider. The soul was regarded 
as a ‘fertilizer’ and the ‘multiple soul’  helps in 
increasing prosperity of the village and individual 
and ensuring continuation and enhancement of life 
and fertility. We do find a parallel case of connection 
between headhunting of the enemy or the dead and 
the harvest in the north – west of Kafiristan among 
the Munda tribe. The tribe here followed the ritual 
of cutting off the head of their own dead to save 
them from enemy and showering grains of wheat on 
returning headhunters. This practice thus suggests a 
similar pattern of belief of the Munda tribe with the 
Ao Nagas, a close association of captures soul with 
the fertility of the crop.

 Many rituals and customs were observed after 
a successful headhunting raid. It was custom for 
the warrior to remove the brain from the heads and 
washed it in a river outside the village. The Sema 
Naga tribe would gladly eat at least a morsel of food 
with unclean hands before entering his village. This 
was apparently meant to transfer the soul-substance 
of the slain to the slayer, as well as the food 
produced from his clan’s crops and to the communal 
fields [10, p.128]. The Ao warriors’ wives would 
specially pronounce a ritual to appease the head; 
she would feed the skulls, saying: «I am feeding 
you. Bring your father and mother, and your sons 
and daughters.» [10, p.128]. This was done so the 
soul encourages it to call on its relatives to be killed. 
The skulls were then hanged on the tree called the 
Mangkoterong [11, p.40] («madar» an erythrina 
tree) and once the flesh decayed it was placed in row 
in the Ariju or over the log drum (sungkong).

Warriors’ higher status by headhunting
Apart from obtaining the head for aren, the Aos 

also practice headhunting for various motives. The 
achievement in bringing a head to the village was 
directly linked to getting higher status and had the 
privilege to wear gorgeous clothes and ornaments, 
which was envied by all. Ornaments and textiles 
recorded a man’s position in society, and that of 
his wife and daughter [11, p.40]. These insignia 
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were highly desirable because of the achievement 
necessary to gain the right to wear the sacred clothes 
and ornaments. Mangko tep su, or talep tatsunger 
su, or Nokinketer su, a red  and black stripped 
shawl with drawings of cocks, tiger, lion, mithuns, 
elephant, hornbill, sun moon, japilee (ancient 
Naga currency), dao, spear skull etc.,) was entitled 
to be worn only by a person who has taken head.  
The headwear called ‘Demku’ made of bearskin 
along with six hornbill feathers, called ‘Ozumi’, 
affixed to the demku was also meant to be worn by 
headhunters. Similarly various ornaments decorated 
with beautiful materials such as the Sukhuyu (a cloth 
decorated with goat’s hair dyed in red color with 
sprinkling of undyed white goat’s hair), Sukhupong 
(basket decorated with fringes of long hair), Kepdang 
(breast plate), Shepu or Sapha (neckwear made of 
tusk of wild boar), Khangserie (brass earring) [12, 
pp.211-213], this foresaid attires were solely meant 
to be worn only by the warriors.

For the Aos one other motive behind headhunting 
was nothing more than to earn himself a wife. 
It is true that the Ao Naga men under the general 
objection on the part of the girls to marry only with 
the man who has taken a head. The idea behind 
this conception was based on the belief that unless 
a man has brought a soul-matter, i.e., a head from 
outside, a man was less likely to be fertile and beget 
stout sons than a successful warrior would be [13, 
p.403]. Young maidens instigated their betrothed to 
this bloody work, and it was the women’s voice that 
thrilled the cry of victory when these prizes reeking 
in blood were brought into the villages [14, p.72]. 
Men were called boys, women, or even cows, until 
they had contributed to the village skull-house or 
Ariju. It was difficult for a headless young man to 
win affair maiden unless he brought home a coveted 
prize [6, pp.71-72]. 

Apart from the belief theory of fertility of the 
crops as the gift of dead ancestors and practice of 
headhunting, the Aos Naga was obvious that the 
souls of the heads he takes serve him in the next 
world [13, p.406]. The Aos believed in life after 
death and so, when a warrior dies and goes to the 
«Land of the Dead» [7, p.226], on the road the 
warrior meets the men he has slain. The victim will 
then carry the load of the killer and accompany him 
to the «Land of the dead».

In order to see the insight of this cultural shape 
why the Aos practiced headhunting is to look through 
the various attachments of cultural and religious 

forms, through which the Ao men represented their 
lives to themselves and to the community. These 
cultural forms encompassed the distinctive ways 
in which their conduct was culturally mediated, 
patterned, institutionally grounded and historically 
produced. Taking head demonstrated their potency 
and increase fertility of the land – a tangible proof 
of their velour once they arrived home from war. It 
was indeed a benchmark of having arrived in life 
and a sure means of securing all that a man holds 
close to his heart – respect, pride, honor and woman. 
Therefore the Youngman’s impulse to raid and take 
heads was firmly rooted within the complicities of 
taking heads, which entailed the greatest honor for 
man, it defined masculinity.

However, with the appearance of the Colonials 
and the American Baptist missionaries around 1874, 
the headhunting was suppressed among the whole 
Naga tribes by British authorities. The British 
government declared headhunting illegal and people 
found practicing were either fined and those who 
in the judgment of the British committed serious 
crime were exiled to British prison in Andaman 
and Nicobar Island. A positive impact was that 
there was peace and order among various tribes and 
villages. No doubt, the act of headhunting itself is 
not justified in civilized World however; the social 
and cultural stigma that is adhered to the practice 
indeed had various social values for the people. For 
the Aos the practice of headhunting was also directly 
linked to the ladder of climbing a higher status in the 
society, at the same time it also entitled a man to 
wear a scared ornaments and textiles. By imposing 
such a restriction often a Nagas complained that 
without headhunting their ornaments would die out 
[15, pp.132-135].

Nonetheless, the elimination of the headhunting 
also marked an upward growth of population. 
Elimination of war and partly with advance 
medical facilities, the death rate of the people is 
considerably curbed. Thus, we see in the nearly 
seven decades (1881-1947) of British rule in Naga 
Hills, the population of the Nagas increased. In 
1881, it was 95,950 by 1951, it has increased to 
205,950 [16, p.138]. We can see that since the 
time when Aos, after the introduction of British 
administration, have ceased to indulge in warfare. 
The once believed in the concrete elements of 
social, cultural and religious practices and the 
rigidity to uphold, has become nothing more than 
a symbol today.
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